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Evorei Sonic 2 is an flawless white toothbrush sonic, 
which will remove dirt and plaque from your teeth. 
Forget about traditional, manual toothbrushes and 
learn about the future of oral hygiene.

Modern
design



Evorei Sonic 2 is an flawless white toothbrush sonic, 
which will remove dirt and plaque from your teeth. 
Forget about traditional, manual toothbrushes and 
learn about the future of oral hygiene.

Smart modeSmart mode



4 parts

Let’s divide 2 minutes of brushing your teeth into 4 parts - 30 seconds of proper cleaning of 
each quarter of your teeth. The brush vibration stops every half minute, allowing you to control 
brushing time.



The Evorei Sonic 2 sonic brush is easy to hold and it helps to 
remember about taking care of your teeth in the morning and in 
the evening.

Handy



You can adjust the operation mode of the Evorei Sonic 2 sonic toothbrush to your needs.
Brushing, whitening, gum massage? Everything is possible!

 TRYBÓW

soft white normal

massage gumcare



Whiter with 
White mode

Because of the whitening mode, the Evorei Sonic 2 
toothbrush allows you to get rid of tobacco, coffee 
and similar substances that stain on your teeth.



Waterproof

The Evorei Sonic 2 sonic toothbrush has IPX7 water-
proof protection, so even splashes and washing under 
running water wouldn’t be harmful for it.



Healthy gums
The Evorei Sonic 2 toothbrush has a mode gum care 
which is the perfect choice for people who have 
sensible gums or some missing tooth.



Functional case

Take Evorei Sonic 2 on your journey. Thanks to the convenient, 
handy case, you can take a brush and up to two heads on 
vacation. Don't worry about the charger - the brush can work up 
to 60 days on a single charge.



Easy to charge
In order to charge the battery you just need to plug it in by using the included 
USB cable.



Technical data
Model: EVOREI Sonic 2

Battery:

Power:

Automatic off after 2 min. work:

Need to charge:

Charging time:

Turnover:

Cleaning Modes:

Waterproof:

Brush weight:

Brush dimensions (without the head):

Case Dimensions:

800 mAh

DC 3.7 V

Yes

up to 40 ~ 60 days (with twice daily brushing)

3H

78000/program

SOFT, WHITE, NORMAL, MASSAGE, GUMCARE

IPX7

96g

54xØ27 mm

16x76x56 mm


